RegOnline® by Lanyon
PART OF THE SMART EVENTS CLOUD™

Onsite Resources

Enjoy A Hassle-Free Event Experience With Onsite Resources

“I cannot thank the Lanyon team enough for the support they provided to us before, during, and after the event.”

- Caroline Batten, User Group Executive, UNIT4 Business Software

The Lanyon Smart Events Cloud™ brings together leading technologies for event marketing, strategic meetings management and corporate travel. RegOnline by Lanyon - part of the Smart Events Cloud - is the easy to use, affordable online registration and event management solution for events of all sizes.

RegOnline by Lanyon Onsite Resources provides the tools you need to simplify your onsite event logistics – from registration, check-in and badge printing to lead retrieval and session management. Registration and check-in should be easy, so you have more time to focus on the rest of your event.

Make Check-In a Breeze
Use kiosks to quickly and easily check-in and change the status of registrants.

Accept Registrations Onsite
Register and receive payments for last-minute arrivals using onsite kiosks.

Print Badges as Needed
Reduce lines and administrative hassles by pre-printing or printing badges on demand.

Check-In On-The-Go
Check-in your attendees quickly and easily by using your smart phone or tablet.

Manage Sessions & Events
Provide exhibitors with simple-to-use lead retrieval devices to gather sales leads, add notes, and ask prequalifying questions.

Capture Sales Leads
Use staffed check-in stations to create, schedule and manage breakout sessions, while tracking and substituting events.

Learn how RegOnline by Lanyon simplifies your onsite event logistics.

Lanyon is the only company that provides comprehensive software solutions for meetings, events and corporate travel.

For more information, please visit:
sales@lanyon.com  EMEA: +44 (0) 203 743 3256
USA: 888 351 9948  APAC: +65 3158 8740
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